
Outdoor Fiber to the Home
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Outdoor Overview

HellermannTyton's outdoor FTTx solutions connect external private, municipal or service provider networks to the building or subscriber. The pole 
or wall mountable Fiber Façade Enclosure (FFE) accepts up to 144-fiber OSP cable with the ability to connect up to eight outdoor drop cables and 
pass the remaining fibers to the next drop point. The layered construction keeps the enclosure small and protects the attachment, routing and 
splice areas, providing an uncluttered patching plane when the enclosure is opened. Drop cables can be routed to the subscriber and connected 
using the Customer Connection Point (CCP), which doubles as an external provider test point. 

Aerial Support Tie

One-piece fastener is specifically designed for 
easy installation of outside plant cables along 
messenger wires.

Fiber Façade Enclosure

Outdoor demarcation box provides pluggable 
drop cable access for multifiber OSP trunks.

Customer Connection Point

Outdoor single-subscriber connection box 
accommodates splicing and patching of a 
drop cable to the premise network.
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Indoor Fiber to the Home
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Fiber Distribution Enclosure – Splice

Indoor splice enclosure is ideally suited for 
fiber entrance and floor distribution.

Fiber Distribution Enclosure – Splice & 
Patch

Indoor splice and patch enclosure 
accommodates floor distribution, providing a 
pluggable interface to the subscriber.

Fiber Wall Outlet

Compact subscriber wall outlet for fiber-optic 
network access.

Indoor Overview

HellermannTyton's indoor distribution solutions provide a compact, layered method for transitioning FTTx network cables to the indoor distribution 
network, distributing local area network connections or attaching wireless access points. With options to splice or splice and patch, the Fiber 
Distribution Enclosure (FDE) can be used as a small fiber entrance facility, allowing fiber drop cables to terminate and transition to indoor 
cables, or distribute and route cables throughout the building, to support structured architectures. Suitable for traditional fiber cables or tubed 
MDU infrastructure, the Fiber Wall Outlet (FWO) completes the end-to-end distribution solution by providing an outlet for network equipment, 
computer or a subscriber-owned device.

Office or hotel 
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Multi-floor office or apartment
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